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Abstract

At University of Aveiro, as in many other universities, hundreds of students are in the same
curricular unit. The traditional method used is the blackboard classes or slide presenta-
tions, paper assessment for middle term and final exams. Since many students did not
get approved the need to change something emerges each year and so curricula changes,
teachers team changes, curricular unit coordinator changes.

So the thought “Maybe repositories of parametrized problems could help!” which is, of
course, an old idea, but not yet totally developed for Portuguese language. So we decided
for the use of open source tools and the appearance of Sage Mathematics was a fertile soil
for our motivation.

We believe that study using solved problems is a good way to study for first year students
and in some cases they benefit of some repetition of the same type of problem. On the other
end, is the variety of problems, covering all aspects of the matters and also the need to adapt
problems to different situations.

We decided to produce a Sage package [1], called MEGUA [2], that could help teachers
to produce parametrized problem databases in Sage and in this way help in the stated
challenges. First we try Sage on a Virtualbox over windows but rapidly we shifted to a Sage
Notebook server where we can find:

• sharing worksheets capability;

• see the produced problem in the moment;

• no software installation;

• all in one place: LaTeX, mathematical packages, plots.
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But package MEGUA was designed to work in a Linux command line also, with SageNB
but not yet with ‘Sage Math Cloud’.

With this package one can create any number of databases (we call it “Books”) using
(1) PDFLatex (for paper work) and (2) HTML and MathJAX (for publishing in the web).

It’s important to note that the author of a problem is responsible for both the creation
and coding and keep control over the created problem (other users could help and cooperate
but there is no separate design and coding systems). This allows the author to rapidly
correct or adapt and problem to another situation.

The standard problem has a summary, a problem and a full detailed answer at the level
of the target student. Variables (parameters), that are simple words in text, are replaced by
Sage/Python calculations and this is the fourth section in a problem specification. For the
web development another tags <multiplechoice>...</multiplechoice> has been created
and this is the only interaction we are planning. Currently, this problems created for the
web are submitted to the Siacua system [3] (also in development) that uses a Bayesian
network to help students (users) in the selection of problems to study.
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